Kumihimo Braiding
‘Kumi’ means to braid or gather and ‘himo’ means string or cord.
Threads
Any thread, yarn or cord can be used as long as it will fit into the slots in a braiding disk.
Preparation
Cut threads so they are twice as long as the finished cord plus about 6”/15cm.
If making a very long braid wind the threads onto a piece of stiff card and stop it unravelling by cutting a
slot in it - this becomes a bobbin. Proper Kumihimo bobbins can be purchased (see Suppliers below).
You also need a piece of fixing thread about 6”/15cm long in a different colour.
Your First Braid
Cut 8 lengths of thread - 4 in one colour and 4 in another. Knot them together near the end.
Slip the extra piece of differently coloured thread immediately above the knot or through the knot using
a needle. Tie this thread into a loop. You will hang a weight from this thread to help with tension.
Put the knot and fixing thread through the hole in the
centre of the disk and arrange the threads as shown.
Hang a weight on the bottom of the fixing thread. This is
especially useful when using fine threads. Use heavy
beads tied onto thread as a weight or use tablecloth
weights if available.

Braiding - Spiral Braid
This is the easiest braid as each move is repeated.
Ignore the numbers on the braiding disk and hold it so that
one set of threads is at 12 o’clock. Move as follows;

1.

2.

Move top right down
to bottom right

3.

Move bottom left up to
top left

Rotate disk a quarter turn
anti-clockwise

Repeat these moves rotating the disk a quarter turn each time until the braid reaches the desired length.
Remember:

top right down - bottom left up - quarter turn
top right down - bottom left up - quarter turn . . . . . . . .

Attaching the end caps

Online Braid Planner Tool
There are some online tools that let you plan your 8-strand braid before starting. They allow you to pick
your colours then show you what the braid will look like. The one I use can be found on the Lytha Studios
website at www.lythastudios.com/123bead/kumiplanner.
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